especially in the winter and spring. A few days in Miami and I feel refreshed, relaxed and happy.

The Design District, with its sparse streets, modern buildings and contemporary art, is one of the city’s most popular attractions. It has become a hub for artists, designers and creatives, and the area is home to several galleries and boutiques. The district is also known for its delicious food and unique shopping experiences.

Spring is in bloom at Tenoversix’s new Miami store. After 10 years on Melrose Place, OG concept store Tenoversix is moving this week to its 25th anniversary. En Avance, 151 NE 41st St.

Perfect for that beach vacation, Orlebar Brown’s new line of cheeky-chic trunks, printed with vacay-chic graphics, are printed with vacay-chic graphics. Their dreamy vistas will transport you from the midcentury splash decks of Palm Springs to the glamorous beach clubs of Monte Carlo. Founder Adam Brown is also making waves in South Florida, launching a new Palm Beach shop to join OOB’s Brickell City Centre digs, with two more Miami outposts arriving later this year. ‘Florida epitomizes the spirit of Feel Summer,’ with sunshine all year-round,’ Brown tells Alexa. ‘It’s bright and vibrant cultural influences make it a natural home for us.’ Swim on.
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BRING the pool party with you in Orlebar Brown’s new line of cheeky-chic trunks, printed with vacay-chic graphics, by iconic photographer Slim Aarons. Their dreamy vistas will transport you from the midcentury splash decks of Palm Springs to the glamorous beach clubs of Monte Carlo. Founder Adam Brown is also making waves in South Florida, launching a new Palm Beach shop to join OOB’s Brickell City Centre digs, with two more Miami outposts arriving later this year. ‘Florida epitomizes the spirit of Feel Summer,’ with sunshine all year-round,’ Brown tells Alexa. ‘It’s bright and vibrant cultural influences make it a natural home for us.’ Swim on.

Orlebar Brown’s Slim Aarons x Orlebar Brown collection. EDIE at Orlebar Brown, 701 S. Miami Ave.
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